By car
Address
Kasteellaan 1
3455 RR Haarzuilens
+31 030 262 73 74

From Amsterdam, heading for Utrecht (A2)
1.

Follow the A2 to Utrecht and take the exit Breukelen/Kockengen (exit 5)

2. At the roundabout go straight ahead to Kockengen
3. At the next roundabout go straight ahead to Kockengen
4. At the next roundabout turn left towards Haarzuilens
5. From this point follow the signposts to De Haar.

From The Hague / Rotterdam, heading for Utrecht (A12)
1.

Follow the A12 to Utrecht and take exit the De Meern (exit 15).

2. Turn left at the traffic lights and follow the road under the fly over
3. Turn left at the first traffic lights. Follow this road (Veldhuizerweg)
and at the first roundabout take the first exit to Haarzuilens
4. Take the fly over until you reach the fork in the road and bear
left (Landschapsbaan), follow this road to the roundabout
5. At the roundabout turn right (Rivierkom)
6. At the next roundabout go straight ahead and follow the Verlengde Parkweg.
7. From this point, follow the signposts to De Haar.

From Den Bosch, heading for Utrecht (A2)
1. Follow the A2 to Utrecht. When you reach Utrecht follow the A12
to Den Haag (The Hague)
2. Follow the A12 to Den Haag/Rotterdam and take the exit De Meern (exit 15)
3. At the traffic lights turn left towards Vleuten.
4. From this point follow the signposts to De Haar.

From Utrecht, heading for The Hague (A12)
1. Follow the A12 towards Den Haag (The Hague) / Rotterdam and take the exit De Meern
(exit 15)
2. At the traffic lights turn left towards Vleuten. Take the fly over and continue until you
reach the T-crossing. Turn left into the Landschapsbaan
3. At the roundabout turn right into the Rivierkom
4. At the next roundabout take the second turn and follow the Verlengde Parkweg (in the
left side lane)
5. From this point, follow the signposts to De Haar.

Please note!
The roads leading to Haarzuilens and Vleuten have been changed during the last two years. If
you have not recently updated your navigation system, follow our route instructions or the
signposts when you arrive in Vleuten or Haarzuilens.

Public transport
From Utrecht Central Station take the train to Vleuten (train destination: Den Haag Centraal, not
the intercity, but the sprinter). At Vleuten station, go down the stairs and turn left to the bus
station. Take bus 111 to ‘Kasteel de Haar’ and get off at the ‘Kasteel de Haar’ bus stop (this bus
stop is for both directions).
Please pay attention: bus 111 is only available on Wednesday, Saturday and Sunday. The bus
rides every day during the Dutch Christmas holiday, spring holiday, may holiday and summer
holiday.
On other days you can take bus 127 to Breukelen. Get off at the 'Brink' bus stop in Haarzuilens.
It is a 15-minute walk to Koetshuis de Haar from the bus stop.

Alternatively you can take a train to Vleuten station and from here take a taxi to the castle. Make
sure you book a taxi before your departure: Taxi van Rhijn 030-6771271. For more information
on public transport, check out www.9292.nl/en.

